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Tactical Partnerships and Pirate Threats: A Coverage of Russias
Crossing Worlds in the Stphalia Setting

Rayaan Derek

Abstract—This paper explores the strategic partnerships that Russia has
formed in response to the growing threat of piracy in the Stphalia setting.
Drawing on interviews with key stakeholders and an analysis of public policy
documents, the paper examines the ways in which Russia has sought to
respond to this threat by forging tactical partnerships with other nations and
organizations. The paper argues that these partnerships have been critical in
enabling Russia to effectively combat piracy in the region, and have allowed
the country to extend its influence and reach in the global maritime domain.
Additionally, the paper examines the challenges and limitations of these
partnerships, and considers the potential implications for Russia’s broader
foreign policy objectives. Through its analysis of Russia’s efforts to address
piracy in the Stphalia setting, the paper sheds light on the complex interplay
between maritime security, foreign policy, and strategic partnerships in the
contemporary global landscape.
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